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I4Secretary of the Comission i AUG 291979 >

Washit.gton , D.C. 20555 \ T.' ~ '7
'INuclear Regulatory Comission A

Dear Sir: X .A V

This is in response to your press release (attached) by which you seek
citizen comment pertaining to emergency preparedness plans for areti
near a nuclear electric generating plant. You will note that due to
my position and responsibilities that my viewpoints may differ from
those of the general public, pro and con.

Racine County, Wisconsin, is beyond the ten-mile radiLs from the
Comanwealth Edison Plant located at Zion, Illinois, but portions
of the county are within a twenty-mile radius; and, of course, well
within the fifty-mile food chain radius.

The questions asked in your press release will be answered in sequence.

1. From reliable infonnation which we have been able to
accumulate, prevention of public radiation exposure
is out of the realm of realism. However, means oi'
reducing public radiation exposure can be relatively
easily accomplished by the two most recognized methods
--- distance and mass. If we utilize the existing NRC
guidelines for accumulated exposure over a seven-day
period, and --- accept recently released informatior
on the actual exposure in Pennsylvania as 25-30 mrem
as accurate --- certainly sheltering of the public is
far more workable and logical than is mass evaucation.
However, true planning and actions for public safety
measures should be based on the prompt and reliable
reporting of existing and anticipated radiation levels
when a nuclear incident / emergency occurs at a nuclear
plant. The capability for sheltering or evacuating
the public is a matter of planning at the 3 tate and
local levels.
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2. An emergency response plan for State and local agencies, and
for NRC licensees should consist of general planning and stand-
ing operating procedures. For example, the plan may indicate
that certain agencies / individuals, by title, will be alerted
by the licensee when an emergency or incident has occurred.
However, previously developed standing operating procedures,
kept current and updated, should describe who does what, when,
and how, to insure that such alerting actually takes place.
Alerting within the agencies alerted by the licensee should
be the responsibility of the agency alerted. Actual response
should also be by general plan and standing operating procedures
developed by the licensee, and State and local emergency services,
in consonance with each other. Municipal, county or State bound-
aries must be completely disregarded if response is to be assur-
edly adequate and effective.

3. In my opinion, the continued operation of any nuclear power
plant should not be contingent upon NRC concurrence in State
and local emergency respense plans. Since the locale of each
of the nuclear plants dictate wide variation in the response
plans and procedures developed, where State and local plans
have not been developed concurrence by NRC of newly developed
plans could be a lengthy procedure, thus delaying resumption
of plant operations for an extended period of tirre.

4. The question u written is somewhat unclear. However, if the
subject license refers to a new plant not yet operating or a
plant under construction, then certainly licensing should be
contingent upon NRC concurrence in the associated State and
local emergency response plans. ,

5. Since State and local civil preparedness / emergency management
agencies have the responsibility for planning for all emergencies,
including radiological e crgencies, additional financial assistance
should not be required for this purpose. However, since a radio-
logical emergency / incident occurring at a nuclear power plant is
man-made, and resulting from the failure of safety devices or
procedures, --- and, since preparedness in the fonn of special
equipment and specially-trained personnel would not be required
were it not for the subject nuclear power plant --- these expenses
and financial assistance for same should be borne as a loss to
the operating utility and directly affecting the corporation's
profit or loss to the stockholders.

6. Radiological emergency response drills should be a requirement.
It is only by periodic drills that response can be tested for*

adequacy and currency.
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7. Public infomation releases pertaining to actions to be taken
by the public in the event of a nuclear power plant emergency /
incident should be in the same foms (printed material, news
media articles and broadcasts, etc.) as are used for tornado,
hurricane, flood, winter stoms and the like. If these methods
are adhered to as diligently and conscientiously for nuclear
power plant emergency / incident as for the possible emergencies
above-mentioned, the public should be informed as well as is
humanly possible.

8. A nuclear power plant licensee should notify NRC at least of
incidents which occur within their plant, and frem which there
is no prospective hazard outside the confines of the plant.
However, an incident which could even remotely cause a hazard
to the public should be reported to Federal, State and local
agencies with emergency responsibilities. At this time, also,
the Federal, State and local agencies should be fully briefed'

on the situation, including the prospective hazard and prospec-
tive radiation levels. At any time there is danger to the
welfare of the public, the public should be totally infomed
as to what the danger is, if any, and what specific actions
snould be taken by them for their welfare.

9. Federal radiological emergency response planning should reflect
no less concern that the concerns of State and local governments,
since Federal agencies have no less responsibility for the welfare
of the public than do State and local governments.

,

10. During nuclear power plant emergencies Federal agencies, State
and local governments, and the licensee should beccme a ccmon
comittee, kept totally infomed on the actions being taken or
planned, and totally involved in decisions relating to the
emergency.

11. Training in radiological detection and response is presently
available to State and local government personnel through FEMA /
civil defense channels. Since this training is now provided
through the Federal government, it remains simply for the Federal
government to continue this service. The real inadequacies exist
in the instrumentation available to local government response
personnel .

12. The assessment of actual or potential consequences of a nuclear
power plant accident should be a joint effort by Federal, State
and local governments, and the licensee. Expertise for reliable
assessment should be developed among each, and responsibility
borne by each.
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13. Public participation in radiological emergency response drills
is totally impractical. Liabilities involved would be beyond
imagination. Reliance should be placed on public education and
emergency public infonnati n.

Sincerely,

Y
Nickolas H. Braun, Coord'' ator

Racine County Emergency oovernment
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